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were willing to use force, and the appointment of " captains " to
lead them. The terrified resident Indians expected an outbreak of
mob violence at any moment.
Meanwhile the ships had been detained in quarantine, and letters
of complaint remained unanswered. Now the threats began to be
addressed to the Indian passengers : eelf you do not go back, you will
surely be pushed into the sea. But if you consent to return, you may
even get your passage money back." A laconic reply was given:
"Passengers decline to go back." Gandhi constantly moved amongst
the passengers and cheered them up. All of them kept calm and
courageous. To kill time games were arranged for the passengers.
On Christmas day the captain invited the saloon passengers to
dinner. Gandhi spoke on the western civilization based on force and
said that the Natal whites were probably the fruit of it. At last at
the end of twenty-three days, on January 13, 1897, the ships were
permitted to enter the harbour, and orders permitting the passengers
to land were passed.
Mr. Harry Escombe, the Attorney-General, pulled alongside the
Courland in a rowing-boat. He said : "Captain, I want you to inform
your passengers that they are as safe under the Natal Government
laws, as if they were in their own native villages." Having sent a
similar communication to the other steamer, Mr. Escombe pulled
ashore to address the crowd. He persuaded them that they had done
all that was needful and commanded them, in the name of the
Queen, to disperse. He promised that an early session of parliament
would deal with the matter. The anti-Indian demonstration of about
4,000 whites melted away.
Soon the passengers landed in a ferry-boat. A message, however,
reached Gandhi, advising him not to land with the others, but to
wait until evening* This advice Gandhi was willing to accept. But
shortly afterwards, Mr. Laughton, the legal adviser of the agent
company, came on board and proposed that Gandhi should go
ashore with him. They consulted the captain, and accepting the sole
responsibility for the act, Gandhi decided to face the shore at once.
Kasturbai and the children were sent separately and reached the
house of Parsee Rustomji, a wealthy Indian friend. As soon as Gandhi
landed he was recognized by some boys and the alarm was given.
They shouted "Gandhi, Gandhi", "Thrash him", "Surround him".
There was a very big crowd at the landing-stage which became

